A Peek at Our Week
Week 19: January 4-8, 2021
www.north-hills.org/preschool

Academic
Letters
● reviewing letters Gg, Jj, and Kk
● learning Jj blends
● learning one vowel word cards
Numbers
● counting 1-50
● reviewing number concept of 7
Writing
● tracing and writing letters Gg, Jj,
and Kk
● tracing and writing number 7

Physical
In the classroom, the kids will be playing
with playdough this week. They will be
given their own color, along with some
tools that will help them cut out different
shapes. This allows the kids to be
imaginative and have full access to what
they want to create.

K4: pre-kindergarten
born on or before 10/01/2016

Spiritual
Bible stories from Jesus’ Storybook
● The Terrible Lie
● A New Beginning
● A Giant Staircase to Heaven
Review Bible verse
● 1 John 3:23 Love one another

Social/Emotional
The kids will be reviewing all about
their shapes. They will be focusing
more on the square, circle, and
rectangle. While learning about these
shapes they will also play a game
after learning about them. This allows
the kids to recognize the different
shapes they observe. When inside
their classroom, the shape of their
desk is a rectangle. When outside
playing together, they know the ball
they are holding looks like a circle.

Things to Know
Join us for our Christmas Program on December 23 at 9:30 AM. It will
premiere on the North Hills YouTube channel. The kids will put on a
special show reciting their Bible verse and singing a song. Show the
kids your support by tuning in and watching what they have learned.
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Academic
Letters
● introducing letter and sound
of “Gg”
Numbers
● review concept of number 7
● counting 1-40
Writing
● tracing and writing lowercase
and uppercase “Gg”
● tracing and writing number 7

Physical
The kids will sing and dance to all
kinds of different Christmas songs. In
the classroom, they will also be
playing different Christmas games.
During this time, they are able to
exercise and move around their
desks. This is a very exciting time for
them.

PS: born 10/02/2016 - 04/2018

Spiritual
Review Bible stories
●
Jesus is Born
●
Shepherds See the Savior
●
Wise Men Worship Jesus
Review Bible verses
●
John 3:16; James 1:7; 1 John 3:23

Social/Emotional
This week we will emphasize the true
meaning of Christmas. Christmas is a
special time. It is so exciting to see the
beautiful trees and presents and to
hear all the different Christmas songs.
We have Christmas because it is the
day we celebrate the birthday of our
Savior, Jesus Christ.
When learning about this, the kids are
able to appreciate the importance of
Christmas. They may recognize
Christmas for just the beautiful lights
and presents underneath the tree but
by hearing this story they learn the
true meaning of Christmas.

Things to Know
Join us for our Christmas Program on December 23 at 9:30 AM.
It will premiere on the North Hills YouTube channel. The kids will
put on a special show reciting their Bible verse and singing a song.
Show the kids your support by tuning in and watching what they
have learned.
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